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Carbon Biochemistry

78 Questions

Which of the following is an example of a hydrogen bond?

a) The peptide bond between amino acids in a
protein

b) The bond between an oxygen atom and a
hydrogen in the carboxyl group of a fatty
acid.

c) The bond between Na+ and Cl- in salt d) The attraction between a hydrogen of one
water molecule and the oxygen of another
water molecule.

ATP synthase in the inner mitochondrial and chloroplast
membrane

a) cholesterol b) triglyceride

c) phospholipid d) protein

A fatty acid is unsaturated if it

a) contains hydrogen b) contains carbon - carbon double bonds

c) contains a carboxyl group d) bonds to a nucleotide

The difference between one amino acid and another is found
in the

a) amino group b) carboxyl group

c) R-group d) peptide bonds

The shape of the peptide is

a) maintained by bonding between parts of the
polypeptide

b) ultimately dependent on the primary structure

c) necessary to function d) all of the above

Nucleotides

a) contain a sugar, nitrogen base, and
phosphate group

b) are monomers of fats and polysaccharides

c) join together by covalently bonding their
bases

d) are not present in DNA and RNA
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7.

8.

9.

10.
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14.

Joining two adjacent amino acids is called

a) a peptide bond b) a dehydration reaction

c) a covalent bond d) all choices are correct

Which of the following best characterizes the reaction  A + B +
energy  -->  AB

a) exergonic b) endergonic

c) re-dox d) hydrolysis

What is the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen in carbohydrates?

a) 1:1 b) 2:1

c) 3:1 d) 4:1

What is the main purpose of carbohydrates in your body?

a) energy storage b) insulation/fat storage

c) as catalysts d) quick energy

What elements make up carbohydrates?

a) carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen b) carbon, oxygen, phosphours

c) carbon, nitrogen, oxygen d) carbon, hydrogen, oxygen

Which best describes an isomer?

a) A molecule that provides immediate energy. b) A molecule that is structurally the same, but
has a different number of atoms.

c) A molecule that has the same atoms, but is
structurally different.

d) A molecule that can be put together to make
bigger molecules.

What type of reaction is shown below?
glucose + fructose <-- sucrose + water

a) dehydration b) dehydrolysis

c) hydrolysis d) covalent

Which two of the groups, 1-4, in the image, combine to form a
peptide link?

a) 1 and 2 b) 1 and 3

c) 2 and 3 d) 3 and 4
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How many fatty acid chains are found in a phospholipid?

a) 1 b) 2

c) 3 d) 4

Which of these chemical groups is not hydrophilic?

a) -CH2CH3 b) -COOH

c) -NH2 d) -OH

Polysaccharides are synthesised in plants by which of the
following processes?

a) condensation b) hydrolysis

c) oxidation d) reduction

Which one of the following types of bond is principally
responsible for holding the α-helix shape of a protein
secondary structure?

a) disulfide b) peptide

c) ionic d) hydrogen

Which label, 1, 2, 3or 4, represents the hydrophilic part of the
molecule? (see image)

a) 1 b) 2

c) 3 d) 4

What is the bond labelled X?

a) ester bond b) glycosidic bond

c) peptide bond d) phosphodiester bond

How is bond X formed?

a) condensation b) hydrolysis

c) reduction d) oxidation
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23.

24.

25.
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identify the bonds found in the biological molecule: RNA
backbone

a) glycosidic b) peptide

c) ester d) phosphodiester

Which one of these molecules does not contain nitrogen?

a) protein b) DNA

c) nucleotide d) triglyceride

Which of the following is a characteristic of saturated lipids
which distinguishes them from unsaturated lipids?

a) they do not contain glycerol b) they contain only unbranched fatty acids

c) they have no carbon-carbon double bonds d) they are composed of only glycerol and fatty
acids

Water _ heat when it evaporates.

a) absorbs b) releases

Water molecules are

a) cohesive

b) adhesive c) nonpolar

d) fatty

Which is the strongest acid?

a) ph of 1 b) ph of 4

c) ph of 7 d) ph of 9

Enzymes _ activation energy

a) raise b) lower

Because enzymes speed up chemical reactions, they are
called

a) catalysts b) metabolism

c) viruses d) living
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30.

31.
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33.

34.

Which is the wrong polymer/monomer pair?

a) nucleic acids : nucleotides b) lipids: monosaccharides

c) carbohydrates: monosaccharides d) proteins : amino acids

Only proteins

a) provide energy b) transport O2

c) build tissues d) catalyze chemical reactions

Which elements are found in carbohydrates, lipids, proteins
and nucleic acids (in that order)?

a) CHO 1:2:1, CHO, CHON, CHONP b) CHO, CHO 1:2:1, CHON, CHONP

c) CHO 1:2:1, CHO, CHONP, CHON d) CHO, CHO 1:2:1, CHONP, CHON

Which best explains the function of the sequence of
nucleotides?

a) It provides energy. b) It carries genetic information.

c) It allows DNA to be successfully copied. d) It determines the shape of the DNA molecule.

What two important differences exist between hydrolysis and
dehydration synthesis?

a) Dehydration relates to breaking down
complex molecules where hydrolysis relates
to making complex molecules.

b) Dehydration uses water where hydrolysis
makes water.

c) Dehydration relates to making complex
molecules where hydrolysis relates to
breaking down complex molecules.

d) Dehydration makes water where hydrolysis
uses water.
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35.

36.

37.

Which graph best shows how enzyme activity changes as the
temperature is adjusted above and below the enzyme’s
optimum temperature?

a) b)

c) d)

a) Lipid b) Carbohydrate

c) Protein d) Nucleic Acid

a) Lipid b) Protein

c) Carbohydrate d) Nucleic Acid
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38.

39.

40.

41.

a) Protein b) Carbohydrate

c) Nucleic Acid d) Lipid

a) Carbohydrate b) Lipid

c) Nucleic Acid d) Protein

a) Lipid b) Nucleic Acid

c) Protein d) Carbohydrate

a) Nucleic Acid b) Protein

c) Lipid d) Carbohydrate
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42.

43.

44.

45.

All of the following are correct about enzymes EXCEPT

a) the mechanism by which enzymes work is
known as lock and key

b) they are proteins

c) they denature at high temperatures d) they are assisted by vitamins and minerals

e) enzymes are not degraded during a reaction

A polysaccharide found in plants whose function is storage is

a) starch b) glycogen

c) chitin d) glucagon

e) cellulose

What is the positively charged particle in an atom? 

a) Neutron b) Proton

c) Electron d) Atom

What is the negatively charged particle? 

a) Proton b) Neutron

c) Electron d) Atom
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46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

What is the atomic mass of "F"

a) 9 b) 18

c) 17 d) 19

What is the mass of an atom if it has 11 protons, 12 neutrons,
and 11 electrons?

a) 22 b) 11

c) 34 d) 23

Stores genetic information and carries out protein synthesis

a) Carbohydrates b) Lipids

c) Proteins d) Nucleic Acids

Made of glycerol and fatty acids

a) Carbohydrates b) Lipids

c) Proteins d) Nucleic Acids

Why does ice float?

a) As water freezes, it expands and its density
decreases.

b) As water freezes, it takes up more hydrogen
from the atmosphere, causing it to have a
greater buoyancy.

c) As water freezes, air becomes trapped
between the hydrogen bonds of water
molecules.

d) As water freezes, it takes up more oxygen
from the atmosphere, causing it to have a
greater buoyancy.

Large bodies of water do not quickly fluctuate in temperature.
Why?

a) Water is a solvent. b) Water has a high heat capacity.

c) Water acts as a buffer. d) Water is non-polar.
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52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

Which of the following properties of water enables it to move
from the roots to the leaves of plants?

a) Water expands as it freezes. b) Water is an excellent solvent.

c) Water exhibits cohesive behavior. d) Water moderates temperature.

What word describes when water is attracted to other
substances?

a) cohesion b) adhesion

c) capillary action d) surface tension

What is the reason why oil and water don't mix?

a) Oil is too heavy to mix with water b) Water can only mix with polar molecules 

c) Water can only mix with non-polar molecules d) Oil is too light to mix with water 

Combines with 3 fatty acid chains to make up a triglyceride;
part of the monomer of lipids

a) Amino Acid b) Fatty Acid

c) Glycerol d) Nucleotide

What 3 letters do enzymes typically end in?

a) -ose b) -ase

c) -ese d) -tic

What is a substance called if it speeds up a chemical reaction?

a) reusable b) catalyst

c) specific d) fragile
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58.

59.
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61.

62.

63.

Where do substrates bind on an enzyme?

a) voltage-gated channels b) surface receptor

c) calcium channels d) active site

A solution with a pH of 8.6 would be...

a) Acid b) Base

c) Neutral d) Acid and Base

Alpha helix and beta pleated sheets are part of what level of
protein structure?

a) primary b) secondary

c) tertiary d) quaternary

What does pH measure?

a) Amount of Oxygen Ions b) Amount of Hydrogen/Hydronium Ions

c) The amount of salt in a solution d) The density

Which level of protein structure detremines the function of a
protein?

a) primary b) secondary

c) tertiary d) quarternary

Which of the following conclusions can be drawn from this
graph?

a) The optimum pH of the enzyme is 6.6. b) The optimum pH of the enzyme is 5.8

c) The enzyme’s activity increases as pH
increases 5.0 to 9.0

d) The enzyme’s activity is greater around pH of
8.0 .
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64.

65.

66.

67.

Which is true regarding this graph?

a) The reaction is exothermic b) The reaction requires energy from the
environment

c) dG is positive d) Enzymes would lower A

Which represents the net energy of the reaction?

a) A b) B

c) C d) D

Which is true regarding this graph?

a) energy is released into the environment b) it doesn't required any activation energy

c) it requires energy from the environment d) enzymes would not work on this reaction

Curly hairstyles can be accomplished by getting a permanent,
often called a perm. During this process, hair is wrapped
around rods and then treated with a chemical, such as sodium
thioglycolate. This chemical disrupts the disulfide bonds in the
hair, which is composed of a protein called keratin. It then
reforms disulfide bonds in different places, forcing the hair to
be curly. At what level of structure in the keratin protein does
sodium thioglycolate work?

a) Primary b) Secondary

c) Tertiary d) Quaternary
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68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

Many plant leaves have an outer layer, called the waxy cuticle,
that aids in the prevention of dehydration via transpiration.
When water falls on the waxy cuticle, it immediately beads up
and rolls off. Based on this information, what must be true of
the waxy cuticle?

a) It is amphiphilic. b) It hydrolyzes the water molecules.

c) It is hydrophobic. d) It has catalytic properties.

When glycogen is hydrolyzed, it forms

a) Cellulose b) Sucrose

c) Polysaccharides d) Glucose

Soap is used to wash soluble and insoluble substances off of
surfaces. While the water used with soap is able to dissolve
soluble substances, it has no effect on insoluble substances. A
hydrophobic molecule in soap is able to dissolve insoluble
substances. Which of the following could be a molecule used
in soap?

a) Polysaccharide b) Fatty acid

c) Chitin d) Pyrimidine

Which statement is correct based on the structure of the
macromolecule shown above?

a) The molecule is amphiphilic. b) The molecule contributes to high cholesterol.

c) The molecule is used for energy storage. d) The molecule can fold in on itself because of
its polar “R” group.

Which of the following levels of protein structure is not
interrupted during denaturation?

a) Primary b) Secondary

c) Tertiary d) Quaternary
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73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

A nucleoside is composed of a ribose or deoxyribose sugar
linked to a nitrogenous base. What else is required in order for
the nucleoside to become a nucleotide?

a) One of 20 R groups. b) Either a purine or a pyrimidine

c) A phosphate group d) Glycerol

Which of the following statements about protein structure is
incorrect?

a) A change in one amino acid in the primary
structure will cause a change in the entire
protein.

b) Secondary structure uses hydrophobic
interactions and to create folds in the
polypeptide backbone.

c) Tertiary structure is the result of interactions
between the side chains.

d) Quaternary structure folds several
polypeptides into a functional protein.

Which of the following is not involved in the tertiary structure of
a protein?

a) Hydrogen bond b) Disulfide bridge

c) Peptide bond d) Ionic bond

Starch and glycogen are important polysaccharides. In what
way are they different?

a) Starch is soluble in water while glucose is
not.

b) Starch is composed of cellulose while
glycogen is composed of glucose.

c) Glycogen is found in animals while starch is
found in plants.

d) They both function as a source of energy.

Cholesterol and estrogen are different types of steroids.
Cholesterol is an important component of animal cell
membranes. Estrogen, on the other hand, is the primary
female sex hormone. What do these two molecules have in
common?

a) They are both composed of peptide bonds. b) Their levels in the body are impacted by
levels of saturated fats.

c) They are isomers of each other. d) They are both composed of four carbon rings
fused together.

How many levels of structure does a single polypeptide chain
require to perform a function?

a) 1 b) 2

c) 3 d) 4
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Answer Key
1. d
2. d
3. b
4. c
5. d
6. a
7. b
8. b
9. b
10. d
11. d
12. c
13. c
14. b
15. b
16. a
17. a
18. d
19. a
20. a

21. a
22. d
23. d
24. c
25. a
26.
27. a
28. b
29. a
30. b
31.
32. a
33. b
34.
35. d
36. b
37. b
38. c
39. c
40. a

41. d
42. a
43. a
44. b
45. c
46. d
47. d
48. d
49. b
50. a
51. b
52. c
53. b
54. b
55. c
56. b
57. b
58. d
59. b
60. b

61. b
62. c
63. a
64. a
65. c
66. c
67. c
68. c
69. d
70. b
71. a
72. a
73. c
74. b
75. c
76. c
77. d
78. c


